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Exploratory data analysis groupware for qualitative
and quantitative electrophoretic gel analysis over
the Internet-WebGel
Many scientists use quantitative measurements to compare the presence and amount,
of various proteins and nucleotides among series of one- and two-dimensional (1-D
and 2-D) electrophoretic gels. These gels are often scanned into digital image files.
Gel spots are then quantified using stand-alone analysis software. However, as more
research collaborations take place over the Internet, it has become useful to share
intermediate quantitatve data between researchers. This allows research group members to investigate their data and share their work in progress. We developed a World
Wide Web group-accessible software system, WebGel, for interactively exploring qualitative and quantitative differences between electrophoretic gels. Such Internet databases are useful for publishing quantitative data and allow other researchers to explore
the data with respect to their own research. Because intermediate results of one user
may be shared with their collaborators using WebGel, this form of active data-sharing
constitutes a groupware method for enhancing collaborative research. Quantitative
and image gel data from a stand-alone gel image processing system are copied to a
database accessible on the WebGel Web server. These data are then available for
analysis by the WebGel database program residing on that server. Visualization is critical for better understanding of the data. WebGel helps organize labeled gel images
into montages of corresponding spots as seen in these different gels. Various views of
multiple gel images, including sets of spots, normalization spots, labeled spots, segmented gels, etc. may also be displayed. These displays are active and may be used
for performing database operations directly on individual protein spots by simply clicking on them. Corresponding regions between sets of gels may be visually analyzed
using Flicker-comparison (Electrophoresis 1997, 18, 122±140) as one of the WebGel
methods for qualitative analysis. Quantitative exploratory data analysis can be performed by comparing protein concentration values between corresponding spots for
multiple samples run in separate gels. These data are then used to generate reports
on statistical differences between sets of gels (e.g., between different disease states
such as benign or metastatic cancers, etc.). Using combined visual and quantitative
methods, WebGel can help bridge the analysis of dissimilar gels which are difficult to
analyze with stand-alone systems and can serve as a collaborative Internet tool in a
groupware setting.
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1 Introduction
Electrophoretic gels are crucial tools for biological, pharmaceutical and cancer research, as well as many other
areas of molecular biology, for investigating proteins and
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nucleotides. Although qualitative differences measured in
these gels are of primary importance, the ability to accurately quantify this data is also important. As more
research groups concentrate on proteomics and protein
function, they require the detection of post-translational
modifications of proteins as well as the identification of
these proteins and the quantitative differences seen in different disease states [1, 2]. These post-translational modifications are often easily observed and quantified using
two-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE). Protein identifications are typically performed using other confirmatory
techniques such as protein sequencing, mass spectrophotometry, amino acid composition, and the use of
monoclonal antibodies.
0173-0835/99/1818-3492 $17.50+.50/0

Laboratory 2-DE quantitative analyses are often performed using stand-alone (not Internet-based) image
processing and database software [3±11] as well as other
research and commercial software systems. Some of
these systems could be used for exploratory data analysis
that can compare protein expression patterns of sets of
proteins in large numbers of protein gels while taking into
account statistical variations of the data. The stand-alone
systems that have this added capability typically incorporate database manipulation, graphics, and statistical analysis as well as the image acquisition, image processing,
and spot pairing needed to get the data into a form amenable to this type of exploration. There are also new gel
analysis systems that are beginning to intergrate their
local spot data with data from Web 2-D gel databases.
These include Melanie II 2.3 [6], the Carol system [12],
and the Michigan leukemia database [13]. These last two
systems use Java applets (i.e., a Web browser application) to help process and interface with client-server databases from the user©s Web browser.
Many of these systems can simultaneously compare all
corresponding spots across a set of scanned gel images.
However, the effectiveness of this procedure depends on
accurate spot pairing across gels and careful normalization procedures to avoid staining intensity bias. When the
gels are similar, such as with tissue culture samples, this
works fairly well. When gels are dissimilar, such as with
human tissue samples, then the user typically has to
manually landmark sets of corresponding spots between
gels to adequately define the registration between gels.
This may make an automated analysis difficult or impossible. The additional effort required to build a complete
composite gel database may not be necessary when one
is only interested in a visual comparison to match a spot
in one gel with a previously identified spot in another gel,
or in the quantitative comparison of a few spots. We introduce a new method called the WebGel 2-DE web-based
exploratory data analysis, which incorporates both qualitative and quantitative comparison capabilities. This
paper will be an overview of WebGel. Further details
are available on the Web (http://www.lecb.ncifcrf.gov/
webgel).
Individuals in a research group may decide to share their
explorations with other collaborative group members on a
read-only basis while not-opening the explorations of the
group to the entire Internet. Such a database might be
made accessible to the research community at a later
time, allowing them to share the data with other researchers or to compare it with their own results. This groupware
facility also improves communication between members
of research teams when it is not convenient or possible
for them to access a single database at the same location
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or at the same time. Such was the rationale for the development of the groupware facility in WebGel with one of
our earlier prostate cancer databases (Partin et al.) where
the research group was dispersed geographically. Since
most preliminary research data is proprietary until published, WebGel databases are protected using secure
Internet access.

1.1 What is WebGel?
WebGel is an Internet-based, interactive, qualitative and
quantitative gel database analysis system. Access to
WebGel databases is restricted to collaborative groups
with requisite log-in permission. A WebGel database contains previously quantified gel data generated from a
stand-alone quantitative gel analysis system. Such data
can be transferred over the Internet using FTP, E-mail,
etc., if it is located at a different facility than where the
WebGel database is located. Once a database is set up,
a user may first visually compare a few gels to find several significant spots of interest. The user can then investigate these selected spots quantitatively, using additional
gels in the database, to generate statistical verification or
to indicate that the change was consistent across those
gels. This exploration process includes defining and
manipulating lists of these spots of interest and their
associated data, and analyzing these subsets of the data
using both images and statistics. WebGel is not meant to
be used for performing exhaustive quantitative searches
over multigel databases, but rather to allow the user to
focus on particular spot changes in gel databases where
the gels are difficult to compare.
Visual comparison of corresponding spots is performed
for two gels at a time using the Flicker system [14, 15]
which has been incorporated as a subsystem in WebGel.
The user first visually aligns the gels in Flicker and then is
able to compare the gels. Flicker also has image preprocessing transforms such as contrast enhancement and
spatial warping (changing the geometry of one gel to the
geometry of the other) which makes it easier to do the
image comparison. Aligned spots that differ in intensity
appear to pulse when flickered, and therefore call attention to possible significant differences that could be quantified using other WebGel tools. Spots that are missing in
one of the two gels appear to blink; qualitative differences
are thus quite apparent. This is aided by differential-rate
flickering which displays one image longer than another
and is useful for scrutinizing the gel with the missing spot.
Figure 2 shows the WebGel analysis system and how the
users interact with the database through their Web browsers. Project databases must be network-accessible to the
Web server where WebGel resides. Generally, both are
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on the same computer. Multiple independent projects can
reside on the same server. For example, we currently
have more than ten private databases on the same
server. Some of these databases include: prostate
nuclear matrix proteins (Partin et al.), phosphoprotein signaling pathways (Hornbeck), DNA alterations in the K-ras
oncogene and DNA alterations in cells exposed to high
linear energy transfer particles (Patrick), fetal alcohol syndrome and Rett syndrome databases (Myrick), as well as
others in progress. The privacy of individual projects is
protected through project-specific password log-ins.

1.2 Spot numbering within a gel
A spot, in the case of a 2-DE protein gel, represents a
polypeptide. With 2-DE/DNA gels created using orthogonal DNA restriction enzymes, a spot is a DNA fragment
(Patrick et al., in preparaton). WebGel currently handles
spot list data from GELLAB-II [3, 4], GELLAB-II+ [5], and
Melanie II±2.3 [6] systems. We refer to a spot©s unique
identifier within a gel by its CC number. (CC stands for
ªconnected componentº, meaning all of the pixels constituting that spot.) Each spot in a gel is a CC and spots are
generally numbered sequentially in a gel, starting at 1, by
most of the stand-alone gel analysis systems. For example, a particular protein such as RBP (retinol binding protein) might be numbered CC 1571 in one gel but CC 1485
in another. The connected component numbers are automatically assigned by the 2-D gel image spot quantification program when the sptos are found and their quantitative features saved. In GELLAB-II, this spot list data is
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saved in a Gel Segmentation File (GSF) for each gel. A
spot©s quantitative features are saved in the GSF and are
indexed by its CC. In GELLAB-II+ and in Melanie II±2.3
they are saved in tab-delimited text file reports. We intend
to support new releases of these systems if possible.
Other stand-alone gel analysis systems call these Spot
Lists, Spot List Files, Spot Reports, etc., and may store
them as separate files, merged files, proprietary binary
files, or in a relational database. We adopt the GSF notation for WebGel, although we can import data from these
other systems. Spot quantification and position data features in WebGel are read from these spot data files generated by stand-alone gel analysis systems. This spot
data is generally not normalized between gels, although it
may include integrated density corrected for background,
D¢, computed as Density - (area ´ MeanBackgroundDensity). Table 1 shows some examples of the different types
of spot reports and the system-dependent spot features.
Any other stand-alone spot quantification system could
be used with WebGel if the data were transformed to one
of these formats.

1.3 WebGel allows the user to manipulate lists
of spots
A WebGel spot may be: (i) an actual spot in a spot list
imported from one of these gel analysis systems, (ii) a virtual spot (VSpot) indicating a position in one gel where
there is no spot but which corresponds to a spot in another gel, or (iii) a group spot (GSpot) defined as a set of
distinct actual spots to be treated as one for quantification
and visualization purposes. For example, a set of iso-

Table 1. Spot list data formats used by WebGel

This shows examples of the different formats of different spot lists obtained from the
stand-alone gel analysis systems that can be read by WebGel. Any other system that
produces or can be converted into one of these data formats could be used by WebGel. The minimum data required for use with WebGel is spot number, spot (x, y) position, and spot integrated density or volume. The formats include: a) GELLAB-II GSF
(Gel Segmentation File) format, b) GELLAB-II+ spot report format, and c) Bio-Rad Melanie II gel ªExcelListº spot report file format.
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forms (e.g., phosphorylation or glycosylation state) of a
protein can be considered to be a group spot with the total
protein concentration being the sum of its components.
The individual member spots of the group spot can also
be analyzed separately so interpretation of the data one
way does not preclude the other. There are three types of
spot lists which may be created and manipulated for each
gel. These lists include: (i) a generic list of spots called
the Spot List, which is a list of all real CC numbered spots
found in the segmented gel; (ii) the Ratio-Normalization
spot list, which is also a list of CC numbered spots used
for computing the spot-ratio normalizations for each gel;
and (iii) the Spot-Label spot list, which is a list of spot
labels which makes the assignment of text names to particular CC numbered spots.

1.4 Manipulating a spot in WebGel
A spot may be specified for use in a report by: (i) its
underlying spot number for that gel (this is the CC number), (ii) a spot label name that the user had assigned to a
CC number in one gel, and that may also be assigned to
corresponding but different CC spots in other gels, and
(iii) clicking on a spot in a gel image after setting the
appropriate view action. Many of the WebGel commands
consist of performing operations on spots or sets of spots.
This allows the user to make quantitative spot measurements and comparisons on corresponding spots where
the same spot label was assigned to spots in different
gels.

1.5 User interaction with images through view
actions when clicking on a spot
The spot label assignment process described above may
be accomplished by clicking on corresponding spots in
several gel images. This process is an example of a view
action. The user may then display another set of gels they
wish to work on and repeat the process until all gels of
interest have the same spot label assigned. Each view
action can operate on all of the gels being displayed,
although only the particular gel that the user clicks on
each time. Additional spot labels may be assigned to
other spots by changing the default spot label prior to
doing the view action. Similarly, there are other view
actions than can be taken when clicking on spots in
images (listed in Table 3).

1.6 Operations on a set of corresponding spots
Once the same spot label has been assigned in different
gels, the user may analyze all of these spots simultaneously. Typically, one would want to normalize the density
measurements for each gel prior to doing a statistical
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comparison. This is done by defining a set of corresponding normalization spots for each gel being compared,
which allows the gels to be compared quantitatively. For
example, statistics on a particular spot may be generated
for quantitative comparisons between gels using a t-test.
A montage image may be generated showing the corresponding spot in the gels that have been selected. Normalized data may also be queried for particular spots.
Note that a comparison of a set of gels using a labeled
spot compares that particular spot across the set of gels.
It does not simultaneously compare all of the labeled
spots across the set of all of the gels. That is what the
stand-alone systems attempt to do, but certain gels may
require considerably more work for the user because of
manual editing to correct mispairings made by the computer. WebGel makes it easier, or even possible, to analyze gels that contain messy data and when it is difficult to
automatically quantify and pair spots. Examples of this
type of gel data include: tissue samples taken under varying conditions; some types of cell fractions; gels with large
variations in isoelectric point, molecular mass, numbers
of spots, or postitions of spots. This is especially true
when one is interested in qualitative or quantitative comparison of only a few spots.

2 Materials and methods
We now describe the computational model used with
WebGel from the point of view of the user and the types
of data involved. Because full documentation is available
online (see section 5), we will not go into extensive detail
in this paper.

2.1 The WebGel computational model
WebGel uses the data transaction model shown in Fig. 1.
Computation is initially requested by the user from their
Web browser. The computation is then performed at the
WebGel server which accesses the gel database as
needed. Results are then returned and displayed in the
Web browser. Since each transaction is a complete
event, the user may leave the session at any time after
receiving confirmation that the transaction has occurred.
Each user has a state file that tracks information necessary to reconstruct where they were in their exploration.
Normally, the state is kept invisibly in the browser Web
page by the associated Javascript program. However, the
user can request that the state be saved in a named state
file on the WebGel server. This file can be opened at a
later date to recover the state. The user can review the list
of saved states and view the data contained in any state,
including that of other users who have granted him permission to view their data. The WebGel method is introduced by describing a typical user session. The user first
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Figure 1. The WebGel analysis system schema and how
it relates users, the Internet, and multiple project databases. One or more users may access the WebGel Web
database from their Web browsers. A Javascript program
running in the user©s Web browser is loaded and automatically started when the user accesses the WebGel database Web page. This program gathers and checks userspecified command information, sending it to the WebGel
database. The URLs used specify particular WebGel
databases. The underlying WebGel configuration, template, and shared documentation files route users to the
correct database. Each project database has its own data
in the form of gel images, spot list files and configuration
files. Within a project©s database, each user has data
related to his particular exploration.
invokes a particular WebGel database in their browser by
entering the URL for one of the WebGel databases and
answering the top level group-user name and password
security information for the collaborative group. This database-level security procedure limits database access to
the collaborative group members who are allowed
access. The Web page contains a javascript program that
implements this user interface and checks the consistency of the command data (additional data required by
the command) that the user enters before commands are
executed. If successful, it forwards the command data to
the WebGel Common Gateway Interface (CGI) program
running on the Web server. This CGI program is written in
the C language. We currently are using WebGel on a
SparcStation-20 with the Solaris 2.5 Unix operating system. However, the CGI program should be portable to
other Unix systems, such as Linux, running Web servers
such as the Apache Web server.

2.2 Screen organization of the user interface
After initially connecting with the database through their
Web browser, the user sees the graphical user interface
(GUI) shown in Fig. 2. Because multiple researchers in a
collaborative group may share the same database, a second level of personal user identification is required (note
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the ªUserº name and ªPWº password type-in areas in the
figure) and must be entered before commands are
accepted. This allows each user to keep personal exploratory data separate from other members of their collaborative group. Entering a new user name and password will
set up a new personal user account provided the user
name was not previously used. This two-level security
scheme corresponds to the Unix group and individual
user access methods. The user interface for WebGel is
based on a dynamic Web page consisting of three windows displayed within the user©s browser as adjacent tiled
windows in a browser frame. The region on the left side of
the screen is a Table of Contents Window for documentation. The region at the top is the Command Window,
which consists of pull-down menus of commands, data
entry for the group-user name and password, gel selection, view action, etc. Commands are accepted after the
user enters his personal user name and password (User,
PW) required for tracking the user©s exploration. The
results for all computations, images, text reports, tables,
documentation, etc., are normally presented in the large
window in the lower-right center called the Results Window. The user then selects a command from one of the
four pull-down menus at the top of the Command Window. There are also several check boxes, scrollable
selections, and other pull-down menus which are used to
modify the commands, prior to their being invoked. Additional pop-up dialog windows may appear to request additional information when needed. If the user requested an
operation (such as Display Original Images) which results
in images being displayed in the Results Window, then
commands may be invoked by clicking on spots in these
displayed images.

2.3 Command processing
The user normally selects a command from one of the
pull-down menus in the Command Window. The Command Window also contains a scrollable list of all gels in
the database from which the user selects the subset of
gels to be analyzed. This list is labeled ªGel(s)º in Fig. 2.
The Gel(s) scrollar, as well as the List Gels and the Project Documentation commands show the gel study information, and gel image file names associated with the
gels. The Command Window contains a pull-down menu
of the possible view actions to be taken when the user
clicks in an active image. An active image is created by
some of the commands (e.g., Show Spot Data or Assign
Spot Label, etc., commands from the Gel Image menu).
The user selects the view action he wishes to associate
with the displayed images. This is done prior to invoking
the command to display those images (see Table 2).
Clicking on a spot in one of the resulting gel images
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Figure 2. Screen view showing the organization of the WebGel graphical user interface when it first appears in the
user©s Web browser. The region on the left side of the screen is a Table of Contents Window for documentation.
The top region is the Command Window consisting of a user log-in area, pull-down menus of commands, data entry
text area for the user name and password, gel state title, and spot label. Other selection menus include gel selection, montage zoom size, drawing color, view action and flicker window size. Several check box options including
help on individual commands, accessing other users© data, drawing labels in gel images, etc. Commands may be
selected after the user enters a personal user name, and password that tracks the user©s particular explorations.
Results for all computations, images, text and tables are presented in the large window in the lower right (Results
Window). At times, a second pop-up Results Window may be created for use with clickable images. Additional
reports may appear in a separate pop-up window (not shown). Because users do not need to see all of the command controls once they are set, the browser windows can be resized to gain more real estate in the Results Window when viewing many images simultaneously.
invokes the view action command on the spot the user
clicked on or on the images as a whole, e.g., Assign Gel
Class. Computed results, images, or other information is
then sent back to the Web browser and displayed in the
Results Window. Some view action operations will pop-up
a second results window to display additional information.
For example, it might show the quantified data for a particular spot, summary statistical results for a particular
labeled spot in several gels, notification that a spot has

been added to the normalization spot list, or the default
spot label that has been assigned to the spot the user
clicked on. By keeping the active gel images on the
screen, they can be used repeatedly with different spots
in different gels. This is much more efficient than constantly reloading these images from the Web server each
time. When processing a command that requires gel data,
the Web server may read the data from one or more spot
list or gel image files into the memory of the CGI program
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Table 2. List of view actions available for clickable
images

The user first selects a view action option from the pulldown menu in the Control Window. This indicates the
action to be taken when the user clicks on a spot in a
clickable gel image after it has been displayed using
either a View or Draw command from the Gel Images
menu.
for all of the specified gels. Since it is computationally
expensive to read this data, it is only done when required
for particular commands and only for that subset of gels
which are being analyzed. Although reprocessing the gel
spot list data each time puts a burden on the database
server, it makes processing and creation of new databases simple. Given the reasonably low level of computational traffic on the server for a small number of collaborative groups, we have not found this method of processing
to be a problem with our shared Web server. Since computers are becoming much faster and memory much less
expensive, adding additional users and databases could
be handled by using a more powerful, dedicated Web
server.

2.3.1 WebGel command menus
Detailed descriptions of the commands for each of the
pull-down menus are given in Web pages accessed from
the hypertext links above the pull-down menus. Commands are grouped by function in the four pull-down
menus. Because the details of these menus can be readily investigated from WebGel when it is running, and there
is on-line hypertext documentation of the commands, we
will not be discussing individual commands in this paper.
The User State menu includes commands for manipulating the gel state, accessing other users, deleting the
account, and manipulating notes. The Spot Manipulation
menu includes commands for manipulating the Spot List,
Ratio-Normalization spot list, and various operations on
Spot Labels including statistical tests. The Gel & Protein
Names menu includes commands for manipulating gel
experimental class names and SWISS-PROT database
links to proteins in a user©s WebGel database. The Gel
Images menu includes commands for viewing gels in various ways such as looking at the original data and seg-
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mented images, drawing images with various spot lists
and spot labels, and generating montages of particular
spots seen across a set of gels. It also contains commands for viewing the raw spot lists. WebGel also has
additional on-line help including a hypertext-linked glossary. The hypertext-linked user reference manual is integrated into the Table of Contents window. A useful way to
begin is through the Table of Contents and the descriptions above each of the pull-down menus. To get help on
an individual command, WebGel may be put into ªHelpº
mode. First select the Help check box in the Command
Window. Then select a command from one of the pulldown menus. Instead of executing the command, WebGel will display information on that specific command in
the Results Window. The user then clears the Help check
box when he wants to execute commands again.

2.4 Use of Flicker as a visual method of finding
significant spots of interest
WebGel can help the user visually compare any two gel
images in its database using the Web-based Flicker gel
comparison system. This allows the user to easily specify
the two gels to be flickered directly from the list of gels in
the WebGel database rather than indirectly through the
Flicker home page (http://www.lecb.ncifcrf.gov/flicker).
Flicker is a Java applet that runs in Web browsers, and
when invoked in WebGel, it appears in the Results Window. To Flicker two gels, the user first selects two gels
from the list of gels and then selects the Flicker command
in the Gel Images menu. The view action is integrated
with Flicker when it is used with WebGel, so that clicking
on a spot in one of the images executes that view action.
This makes it easier to interact with the database while
doing a flicker comparison. For example, when using view
actions with Flicker, the user could assign a spot label for
two gels that are difficult to compare.

2.5 Saving the user©s data explorations: the
user and gel state subsets
The Control Window settings that a particular user specifies at any time during an exploratory data analysis session is called the current user gel state and is saved in the
user©s default gel state on the WebGel server. This gel
state includes a list of working gels (i.e., gels currently
being analyzed), lists of spot labels and normalization
spots for each gel, gel experimental class names, the
subset of gels being explored, various parameters, and a
title describing the data. At any point, the user may save
their current gel state as a gel state subset. Any gel state
subset may be opened later to become the new current
user gel state. The user can then save it again under the
same name or a new name after making additional
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changes. Any user in a collaborative group for a particular
database can access another user©s explorations (gel
state subsets) if he were granted access by the other
user. In addition to the gel state subsets, there is a user
state that contains a directory of all the gel state subsets,
including their titles. Users may delete their user state
and/or gel state subsets in future sessions. These states
are saved as files in a protected database area on the
Web server. The current gel state can be restored using
the Open Gel State command from any of the user©s gel
state subsets or from those of their collaborators in the
group if they are allowed access. The User State command provides a directory of the gel state subsets previously saved. Table 3 shows an example of exploratory
da]ta saved in a gel state subset.

2.6 Organization of a project database
Figure 3 illustrates the organizational structure of data for
a specific project database in WebGel. Data within a project database are organized first by original gel data and
then by exploratory data the user creates during ongoing
analysis sessions. Original data include sets of gel
images and their corresponding spot lists. This is fixed
except when gels are permanently added to or removed
from the database. Exploratory data include the user state
and gel state files for all users in the collaborative group.
These data will grow as new gel state subsets are generated and users are added.
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2.7 Spot data normalization
When protein gels are stained stoichiometrically or run as
autoradiographs, scanned with nonsaturated images
scanned with a calibrated scanner, then the integrated
density of a spot will correspond, within limits, to the protein concentration in the gel. In order to compare corresponding spot quantification between gels, the data must
be normalized. This may be done in two ways: percent
and ratio normalization, with the latter being preferred.
Normalization depends on all gel samples having the
same magnification when scanned and the gels being
within the dynamic range of the stain or autoradiograph
and scanner. The percent normalization method computes the percent of total density of a spot relative to all of
the other spots in the same gel. It is computed as D%(j,g)
for any CC spot j in gel g in Eq. (1) taking all spots k in the
gel into account.
D%(j,g) = (100% D ¢(j,g)) / SD ¢(k,g)
for all k spots

(1)

The ratio normalization (RN) method uses a set of relatively constant-appearing spots common to all of the gels
to compute a normalization density for each gel. The set
of RN spots is the set of CC spots used to compute a sum
of integrated density for each gel g. This sum is then used
in computing a normalized density Dr(j,g) for any CC spot
j for the same gel g in Eq. (2 and 3). Because of errors in
judging whether spots are constant, an analysis will be
more accurate with larger numbers of these RN spots.

Figure 3. The organizational structure of data for a specific project database in WebGel. Data is
organized by the original data and the user©s subsequent exploratory data. Original data include sets
of gel images, their corresponding spot lists, and database configuration files. Exploratory data includes the gel state and user state files.
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Table 3. Example of a user©s gel state

This shows the data in a user©s gel state which saves the state of a particular database exploration containing experimental class name, CC spot mapping data for normalization spots,
spot labels and other information for each gel being investigated. Note the gels listed are
those currently under investigation and are a subset of all of the gels in the WebGel database.
These correspondences enable the user to compare spots across gels. The spot list data
imported from stand-alone gel analysis systems is not stored in the gel state, but rather refers
to CC spot numbers in those spot list files.
Because of variations in staining intensity of silver stained
proteins, one will have less confidence in the normalization and quantification of silver stained gels than for autoradiographs. The main point is that the ratio-normalization
spots are corresponding spots that are selected in each
of the gels being compared. In general, the more spots in
the RN list, the better the normalization. If too few spots
are used, the normalization may be dependent on spots
which change with the experimental conditions. Therefore, having a reasonable number of consistent normalization spots is critical to good normalization.
Sr(g) = SD ¢(k,g)
k in RN list

(2)

Dr(j,g) = (100 D ¢(j,g)) / Sr(g)

(3)

2.8 Spot reports
Spot data reports may be generated for any spot or set of
spots in a gel or for a set of gels. If the gels were normalized by a set of corresponding normalization spots, then
WebGel will use the Dr(j,g) data in its calculations that
then appear as Dr in the reports. Otherwise, it will use
percent of total density for each gel. There are a number
of different types of spot reports. To give the flavor of how
one might generate a report, we review the procedure
used to generate one of the ± the normalized spot data
report. (i) First set the selection in the view action pulldown menu to Add to Ratio Normalization. This will be
used in step (iii). (ii) Then display the subset of gels to be
analyzed using one of the View or Draw commands in the
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Figure 4. Screen view showing four of the segmented gel images from the FAS database [21]. The two gels in the
left column are Female-Case and the two on the right column are Female-Control. A stand-alone gel analysis system (in this case GELLAB-II) was used to segment and quantify spots in each of the original gels and generate spot
quantification lists used by WebGel.
View Gels menu. This will generate the clickable images
in the Results Window. (iii) Click on the same set of spots
in each gel to add them to the ratio normalization list for
these gels. This is used to compute Sr(g) shown in Eq.
(2). (iv) Next set the default spot label to a particular name
(e.g., the RBP spot) using the Set Default Spot Label in
the Spot Manipulation menu, and change the view action
to Assign Spot Label. This will be used in the next two
steps to assign the spot RBP spot label in all of the gels.
(v) Regenerate a clickable map using one of the View
or Draw commands. (vi) Add the corresponding spots in
the different gels, clicking on the same spot in each gel.
(vii) At this point, the user may generate a statistical
report using the Test by Spot Label command in the Spot
Manipulation menu. This report compares the data for the
corresponding spot across multiple gels. Spot density will
be reported as ratio normalized density.

2.9 Image displays
Many different types of images may be displayed including variants of the original data such as images with spot
boundaries, the gel image with the spots subtracted. The
latter is useful for verifying the quality of the spot segmentation. Other displays include drawings of where spot lists,
ratio normalization spots, and spot labels are located in
the gels. The montage display is a static image that is a
more compact form for viewing subregions around
labeled spots. Montage images are subregions of a set of
gels around a particular spot and are useful for verifying
qualitative changes or that the correct spot is being analyzed. WebGel also allows one to track a set of spots with
no labels for possible subsequent investigation. All of
these displayed images may be used with the view
action.
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3 Results
We have applied WebGel to several databases of 2-DE
protein gels and of 2-D DNA gels. These include a prostate cancer tissue nuclear matrix protein database (Partin
et al. [18±20]); a fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) database
of serum proteins (Robinson et al. [21]); a Rett Syndrome
database (Myrick); DNA alterations in the K-ras oncogene
(Patrick et al., in preparation) and cell lines exposed to
high linear energy transfer particle databases (Patrick
et al., in preparation); and a phosphoprotein database
exploring different parts of the cell cycle (Hornbeck et al.,
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in preparation). We illustrate parts of WebGel in this
paper using some of the data from the FAS database
[21]. Other results, reported elsewhere, include possible
prostate cancer tumor markers from a nuclear matrix protein database. A protein called YL-1 with four isoforms
has been found and confirmed with WebGel that increased in the aggressive forms of prostate cancer with
respect to normal prostate tissue (Lakshmanan et al.
[22]). We also found two proteins we call RPC-1a and
RPC-1b that are reduced in the aggressive form of prostate cancer with respect to the normal prostate tissue and
are reported in Lemkin et al. (in preparation). The ratio of

Figure 5. Screen view showing the Flicker comparison of two gels (Case and Control) from the FAS database. Gel
images were scrolled so that the RBP protein was roughly centered. Flickering indicated that there was a significant
qualitative difference on a spot to the lower right of the RBP (indicated by arrows). This difference was then followed
up by labeling that spot in all of the gels and generating statistics on this normalized spot and by generating a montage image.
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these two proteins, which appear to be isoforms, changes
significantly with the aggressive form of prostate cancer.
Such protein changes may be useful cancer tumor markers to improve staging and treatment protocols for prostate cancer patients.
Figure 4 shows the four segmented gel images from the
FAS database [21] consisting of two female Case (left)
and two Control (right) samples. The segmented images
show the boundaries of the spots that were found using
the stand-alone spot segmentation software. Spot position, integrated density, background-corrected density,
area, and other features measured for each spot are
available for interrogation with WebGel.
Figure 5 shows a flicker comparison of a Case (left) and a
Control (right) gel. The scrollable windows were centered

Web-based gel analysis
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on the retinol binding protein RBP which was found to be
one of the marker proteins increased in fetal alcohol syndrome [21]. Also, note the spot in the lower right quadrant
with the arrow. This spot is much lighter in the Control gel
than in the Case gel, indicating that there is probably a
significant quantitative change. This spot might be a good
candidate for further investigation across other gels in the
database after normalizing the integrated density in those
gels. In general, this method of first visually looking for differences and then quantitatively checking their validity
across more gels is one of the ways WebGel might be
used to suggest spots for quantitative follow up.
Figure 6 shows part of a detailed spot data report for the
gels for which the RBP spot label was assigned. It demonstrates features extracted from the stand-alone gel
analysis system©s spot list files. Figure 7 shows a table of

Figure 6. Screen view showing a detailed spot data report in the gels in the FAS database to which the RBP spot label
was assigned. It contains the full set of features extracted from the stand-alone gel analysis system spot list file.
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corresponding spots with the same RBP spot label among
a set of gels where the statistical tests have been applied.
Integrated density is reported as both raw density and
density corrected for background (D ¢). The D ¢ density is
normalized as percent of total density for each gel and
reported as D%. Because the ratio normalization was
defined for these gels, it reports the data using the ratio
normalization value, Drn, in the statistics calculations.
Figure 8 shows a gel subregion montage of the RBP spot
across a subset of the FAS female Case and Control
samples. Because the gel panels are ordered left to right
by decreasing normalized density, Drn, the user gets
immediate visual feedback if any gels are out of order.
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4 Discussion
WebGel is an exploratory 2-DE gel image and data
analysis system that operates over the Internet using a
Web browser. The distributed qualitative and quantitative analysid is performed by the user interacting with
preprocessed quantitative electrophoretic gel data
residing on a Web server database. The essence of
the WebGel analysis method is to first Flicker-compare
two gels at a time from within WebGel to visually narrow the analysis to a small set of interesting spots with
robust changes. Visual analysis is useful for aligning
and putatively identifying corresponding spots in difficult

Figure 7. Screen view showing a table report from the FAS database for protein RBP which was defined as a corresponding spot with the same spot label among the set of gels. The gels were normalized using the same set of corresponding
normalization spots. The statistical tests and resulting report were generated using the Test gels by Spot Label command.
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Figure 8. Screen view showing a montage image of the RBP protein for four of the FAS gels. The images are
sorted by normalized density: the gel with the highest concentration is in the upper left hand-corner, the lowest in
the lower right-hand corner.
gels where there is a large variation in the morphology
and number of spots. The user then uses WebGel to
manually label corresponding spots between gels. This
lets him use numerical data to test the statistical significance of visually detected quantifiable spot differences.
These differences are then shown as either images
(montages) or as reports. Spots that are missing in
gels can be labeled as virtual spots for later visualization in montages to show visual verification across a
set of gels from different experimental conditions. WebGel is not an effective tool for exhaustively searching
an entire database because of the large number of
spot and gel combinations that would have to be
tested. However, major spot changes and missing
spots are easily detected using Flicker and then quanti-

fied with statistical tests and documented in montage
images with WebGel. This can aid in the verification of
spot changes which may correlate with a disease state.
We briefly compare these two methods in Section 4.2.
A more complete comparison is beyond the intended
scope of this paper.

4.1 Use of gel analysis groupware in
collaborative exploratory data analysis
By providing a groupware mechanism for collaborative
research, WebGel helps group members share their work
in progress across temporal and geographic boundaries
using the Internet. Data is presented numerically in tables
and in images. WebGel provides a method for quantifying
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small numbers of spots or bands across multiple gels. It
integrates the Flicker gel comparison to visually locate or
verify qualitative changes in spots that can then be quantitatively measured. It also allows the linking of known
labeled proteins with entries in the SWISS-PROT database, which in turn provides links with other proteomic
and genomic databases. Although we minimize the
amount of image data transported from the Web server,
some image transmission is involved. Therefore, a highbandwidth Internet connection is desirable since images
are generated repeatedly. WebGel is marginally usable
over a 28 Kb modem, but is much more responsive with a
local area network and high-speed Internet connections
such as a T1-line or cable modem.
Research groups could set up their own WebGel servers
to service collaborative 2-DE gel analysis database projects across the Internet or behind fire walls. Running
WebGel behind a firewall is important for groups who are
restricted to operating only behind fire walls. The Web
server requires the WebGel CGI program, the 2-DE
image and spot list quantified data files, and the configuration files pointing to this data in order to run WebGel.
Currently, WebGel can not transfer, enter gels into the
database, and quantify them directly over the Internet.
Future versions are being developed which will make this
possible. This is not a problem for small collaborative
groups because databases can be easily maintained.
However, being able to expand a database so that
researchers in different laboratories around the world
could contribute quantified data opens up the possibility
of building world-collaborative databases where metastatistics techniques might be used on pooled data from
different sources.
When multiple 2-DE studies exist that include the same or
sufficiently similar disease types and that have analyzed
the same tissue or body fluid, increased statistical power
can be obtained by pooling the studies together with WebGel. Such may be the case with some cancer studies.
However, given the paucity of publicly accessible large
2-DE studies now, and the unavailability of many studies
for proprietary reasons, the likelihood of two or more similar data sets being available is small. Of course, merging
of multiple data sets requires careful analysis using meta
statistics methods which could be added to WebGel.
Such a facility would require editorial oversight to maintain the quality of the database.

4.2 Advantages and disadvantages of
distributed gel analysis groupware
There are a number of advantages and disadvantages to
performing collaborative gel analysis over the Internet
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rather than solely with a stand-alone system. WebGel
does not require special hardware or software to analyze
gels in collaborators© laboratories ± just a Web browser.
This makes it much easier and faster for new collaborators to join the group since no local copy of the gel database has to be set up and continuously updated from another site. Users simply access the WebGel database
with any Web browser. Then, data may be immediately
shared with members of a group since the ability to share
collaborative data is built into the solftware. Because no
special local software is required for new users once the
WebGel database is installed on a Web server, there is
no additional cost per user seat. Since WebGel documentation is built into the Web site, no additional paper manual is required. The groupware mechanism helps the
researchers share their work. Because each database
may be made secure, it is protected from access by others outside of the group. The ability to selectively share
intermediate analyses with others within the group is useful when testing hypotheses on preliminary data. To
improve communication on exploratory results within the
group, WebGel allows the creation and editing of both private and group notes. The latter are shared between
group members and the former may be made visible to
other selected group members at the user©s discretion.
Using Flicker to do pair-wise visual comparison helps
users wade through a large number of false-positive
spot changes caused by the mispairings common in
stand-alone 2-D gel composite gel databases when
analyzing sets of gels that are quite different. However, the false-negative rate (not finding actual spot
differences which are significant) may be higher using
Flickering since it is too time-consuming to exhaustively compare all combinations of a large number of
gels. If the investigator is looking for a few robust
spot changes across all samples and experimental
conditions, comparing a few samples and following
them up across all gels may be an adequate preliminary analysis. The consistency of the changes found
may then be verified using common spot labels and
reviewing montage images and normalized tabular
data for the few significant spots that are analyzed in
depth.
A disadvantage of this Web-based approach is that it is
currently less powerful than some of the stand-alone gel
analysis database systems. However, if the number of
spot changes to be detected and quantified are small,
then this is not a serious disadvantage. Most of the standalone gel analysis systems can automatically pair spots
between gels given a few to dozens of landmarks ± but
only if there is a reasonable correspondence between the
gels. The lack of a spot-pairing algorithm somewhat limits
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WebGel©s usefulness. However, since WebGel©s primary
use is to find and quantify small numbers of spots using
visual Flickering, or to publish interactive quantitative
data, the lack of automatic spot pairing is not a serious
issue for that set of biological problems. WebGel may
also serve to give researches a convenient tool for tentative protein identification. One can Flicker-compare a series of new 2-DE gel images to reference images from another database in which many proteins have been
positively identified to obtain a good candidate identification of a protein in the new gels. When the samples© matrices are the same, i.e., human sera, plasma, tissue type,
etc., then the putative spot identification will be much
more certain. The data exploration techniques we have
applied here to 2-DE in WebGel can also be used in other
biomedical databases. We are incorporating some of
these techniques in a Java-based cDNA microarray database system called the Micro Array Explorer or
MAExplorer amd applying these techniques to gene discovery in a mammary genome database.

4.3 Software availability
We plan to make the WebGel program available for
researchers to set up their own databases on their Web
servers. In the meantime, we have made a demonstration
WebGel database available that can be accessed from
the Web. A subset of the Fetal Alcohol Syndrome database [22] can be accessed at the WebGel home page
http://www.lecb.ncifcrf.gov/webgel.
We would like to thank Mary Robinson (CDC, Atlanta) for
use of her Fetal Alcohol Syndrome data in the WebGel
demonstration database. Thanks also to Ellen Burchill
and Tom Schneider for useful suggestions for improving
this manuscript.
Received June 21, 1999
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